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new document and component templates enable a fast and efficient start to projects. a new super
block workflow helps streamline the workflow process for different users, providing a service that
helps save valuable time. component-based drafting gives the user the flexibility to choose which
workflow stage each component belongs to and provides a new and improved user interface for

collaboration. altair also gives civil design suites users the ability to easily interact with the project
and create a design intent. the intent management feature automatically creates the project and

project folder structures, and also lets the user create project folders for each target location. for the
first time, autodesk civil design suite users can easily compare intent and design intent file formats

with the new version. with this new feature, users can choose the file format that best suits their
needs. users can open the intent files with or without the project documents without exporting the
project to the local disk. now the sections are made. but the problem is that it can’t be made in the

same way as they did for the regular model. so we have to study the bridge geometry and the cross-
section of the bridge and see how we can store the section in such a way that it can be used later.

one way of doing so is to use a material and then create a solid. this solid can be stored and included
in the model. there are many ways to do this. in this blog i am showing how we did it and how it

works. for more information of how to use this you can go to this blog .
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dynamo is a world leader in providing geotechnical
engineering solutions for infrastructure, but 3d

concrete reinforcement and creep is a completely
different beast. egis was therefore keen to ensure
the integrity of the geometric information in the

shop-drawings using revit dynamo. below you can
see the revit civil 3d model that was created in

dynamo. this was achieved by using the multibody
shop-drawing to assist revit with loading the

different geotechnical parameters into dynamo. i
mentioned that this module helps bridgework design

in a more efficient way. as the module has lots of
calculations and a lot of bridge elements the

scalability of the bridge model can be a problem. to
make things better, the bridge analysis can be

performed from multiple viewpoints which can even
be saved as seperate viewpoints. storing all bridges
in an easily usable bridgepoint library is also a very
good idea for the future. by the end of the morning,
i was thinking that this workflow is really powerful

and very easy to use, even for a first-time user. the
workflow is also set up in a way where it can be

used for almost every type of bridge project, even
for small scale projects. the major bridges types for
example are rectangular or round arches, box-girder
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bridges, cable-stayed bridges, girder bridges and so
on. some bridges can have more than one type of
element, for example the first bridges in the list, a
box-girder bridge and a segment girder bridge. the
example above is also illustrating the field approach
to the exploration. in the below photo you can see

how the modeler has the tool-window for
information on the investigation so far (openings

and box joints). this information can be integrated in
the interactive evaluation process and the result can
be immediately displayed in the development. the
field data itself is hidden and in a different state.
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